The Maple computer algebra system is described . Brief sample sessions show the user syntax and the mathematical power of the system for performing arithmetic, factoring, simplification, differentiation, integration, summation, solving algebraic equations, solving differential equations, series expansions, and matrix manipulations . Time and space statistics for each sample session show that the Maple system is very efficient in memory space utilisation, as well as in time. The Maple programming language is presented by describing the most commonly used features, using some non-trivial computations to illustrate the language features .
garbage collection status . The other components of the vector are the operands of the data object and they are typically pointers to similar data structures .
There is extensive use of hashing to minimise storage requirements (by ensuring that equivalent objects are stored only once) and to minimise execution time (by remembering the result of critical operations) . Maple uses a fast interpreter to execute the library codes, allowing the compiled "kernel" of the system to include only those operations that have been identified to be efficiency bottlenecks . Another important feature designed to make Maple easy to use is that global "flags" have been avoided as far as possible, by designing hybrid algorithms that incorporate automatic algorithm selection . Further discussion of the design of the Maple system can be found in Char et al . (1983 Char et al . ( , 1984 .
Maple is currently being distributed for a variety of mainframe computers (VAX VMS and Berkeley Unix, IBM VM/CMS, DEC20 TOPS-20) and microsystems (MASSCOMP, Microvax, Cadmus, and various other systems running a Unix-like operating system) . A user invoking Maple on any of these systems causes the loading of a binary module (about 140 kilobytes on the VAX) referred to as the "Maple kernel", and the creation of some initial objects . The kernel contains code for doing integer, rational, polynomial and series arithmetic, the Maple programming language interpreter, input/output routines, and other essential system services . The source code for the kernel is written in terms of macros that allow retargeting to a variety of C-like programming dialects, compilers, operating systems, etc . The mathematical functionality of Maple (e .g . the code for integration, the computation of Taylor series, linear algebra, solution of algebraic equations, etc.) resides in its library directory . The sum total of the library source codes, if they were all loaded (an unlikely event), is approximately 1 . 5 megabytes . When the user requires particular functionality for a calculation, the appropriate files are automatically loaded into main memory for interpretation by Maple's interpreter . Thus the user and system only pay the cost of having essential code resident in main memory . The last line in each "sample Maple session" presented in this article shows the time and space statistics run on a VAX 11/780 under the UNIX BSD 4 .2 operating system . It can be seen from these statistics that the largest memory space requirement was about 840 kilobytes .
Interactive Maple

. STARTING A MAPLE SESSION
A Maple session is typically initiated by the command maple, and the Maple logo appears ( most implementations of Maple, an interactive prompt (usually >) will appear when Maple is waiting for user input . As you work with Maple, you will see what you type at the keyboard, and the numbers and formulae that Maple will generate in response to your keyboard commands . Additionally, you may see words used messages about the amount of computer memory being used . They typically look like this :
words used 10434
You may also see garbage collection messages . A typical message is :
words ret=4140, avail=14318, alloc=120286
Several of either kind of message may be printed during a lengthy calculation before the result appears . The user has some control over the occurrence of these messages-see the Maple User's Guide (Char et al ., 1985) . Many users will simple treat their occurrence as an indication that Maple is working on a computation . A comment to Maple is any line beginning with a # . Maple does not treat a comment as a command to do anything ; it simply echoes the comment . In the examples in this tutorial, we have suppressed the "words used" and garbage collection messages and the comment line repetitions, to make the document more compact .
.. SIMPLE ARITHMETIC IN MAPLE
The basic operators in Maple are the arithmetic operators : +, -, *, /, **, -, ! , the relational operators : =, (), <, (=, >, >=, and the boolean operators : and, or, not .
After you enter an expression, followed by a semicolon and the return key, Maple calculates the result . You may stretch an expression across several lines ; Maple will not compute anything until you finally end the expression with a semicolon and return . Also, multiple commands may appear on one line, separated by semicolons . When directing Maple through a sequence of commands, one can refer to the previously computed result through the symbol " (double-quote) . If you do not wish to print the result of a computation, you can end the expression to be computed with a colon ( :) instead of a semicolon . Figure 2 shows some simple arithmetic expressions computed in a Maple session .
• (4 + (4 * 6))/(999999-32516) ; 28
967483
• 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 * 8 * 7 * 8 * 9 * 10 * 11 * 12 * 13 * 14 * 15 * 16 The command quit followed by the return key, ends a Maple session . done or stop also will work . Note that Maple prints out a final message summarising the computer resources used during the session, as it quits . In this summary, the first number indicates how many computer words of memory have been requested of the internal Maple memory manager as data space for this computation . (In a longer session, this measure is counting requests monotonically without taking into account the fact that many requests are satisfied by re-using physical memory that was previously used and then released .) The second number is a measure of the memory space actually allocated during the Maple session (including space for the system code and data space) and the unit of measurement is bytes on most computers . The third number is the total CPU time for the session, measured in seconds .
.3 . BUILT-IN MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE
Maple "knows" about certain mathematical objects (Tables 1 and 2 ), such as whole and fractional numbers, multivariate polynomials and rational functions, and expressions involving the exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions . This "knowledge" consists of built-in procedures for arithmetic, differentiation, and floating-point approximation of numerical expressions such as sin(l) or 3 113 . Maple can also find limits or compute indefinite integrals of some such expressions .
.4 . INTRODUCING MAPLE'S LIBRARY OF PROGRAMS
The heart of Maple is pre-programmed knowledge of mathematical operations . In addition to mathematical functions such as abs, exp, In, cos, or tanh, there are operations on mathematical functions known to Maple . In this section, we introduce some of the • m := 186398237562656330540448 ; m := 186398237562856330540448
• ifactor(m) ; 5 2 (2) (3) (7) (1055407) (514784351) (170179) • Polynomial factorization .
• p := x -8*y+17*x"5*y-103*x -4*y -2+33*x"4*y-38*X-3*y -2+47*x-3*y • -69*x-2*y -3-3*x-2*y-2-391*x-2*y-35*x"6*y-2-70*x"5*y-2
• -70*x-4*y -3-70*x-3*y-3-35*X -2*y"4+15*x* y-3+30*X*y"2-407*x*y • -211*x-4-422*x-3-633*x"2-422*x-211*y"2-422*y-211 :
• factor (p) ; 2 2 2 2 2 -(35 x y -x y-15xy+211) (y+x +x+1) # Normalization of a rational expression .
• r :_ (184*y -2+181*y -3+333*y-2*x+144*x*y+162*y*x"2+88+77*y+99*x) • / (147*y+49*y^2+63*x*y+104+117*x+32*x"2+28*y*x"2+36*x -3) ; 2 3 2 2 184 y +161 y +333x y +144 xy+162 x y+88+77y+99x
147 y+49 y + 63 x y + 104+ 117x+32x +28 x y+38 x
• normal(r) ; 2 18 xy+23 y + 11
• s :_ (2*x-9+12*X -8+15*X-7-38*X -6-98*x -5+140*x-3+72*x"'2-48*x-32)"(1/2) :
• radsimp(s) ; 2 1/2 2 3/2 (2 x -1) (x -2) (x + 2)
• quit words = 152440, memory = 528384, time = 33 .72 commonly used "simplification" functions : i factor, factor, normal, radsimp, and expand, and some functions for common mathematical operations : diff, int, sum, solve, and taylor . We will also take a look at subs, a useful function for applying identities to expressions .
. Simplification functions
The concept of "simplification" in algebra is pervasive . Different variants of this notion are used in computer algebra, see, e .g ., Buchberger & Loos (1982) . The examples in Fig . 3 show some of the transformation functions that are available in Maple .
Differentiation
diff (expr,varl,var2, } diff computes the derivative of expr with respect to a variable. Higher order partial derivatives can be taken by diff with a sequence of variables, such as in Fig . 4 , where the partial derivative a2 /at as of an expression in s and t is computed .
# diff and expand .
• f :_ (X+1) * (x+3)"2 * (x+6) :
• expand(") .
• expand(f) ; 2 2 (X+3) (x+5) +2 (x+ 1) (x +3) (x +5) + (x+ 1) (x+3) 3 2 4 x + 36 x + 100 x + 84 4 3 2 X +12x +60 x +84x+45 # First derivative of an expression involving elementary functions .
• diff( sin (ln(X-2 + 1) / 3) . x) ; 2 cos(1/3 ln(x + 1)) x 2/3 2 x + 1 # Compute a second order partial derivative of an expression .
• (t -2 -s) / (s -3 -1)
• diff (", t, s) ; 2 t s -6 3 2
Cs -1)
• quit words = 6321, memory = 172032, time = 1,47 Maple will try to calculate a definite or indefinite integral when the int command is given . However, unlike differentiation, where the computer coding of "how to differentiate" is straightforward, there is no guaranteed success for integration . When Maple fails to solve an integration problem, the request for the calculation is returned as the symbolic "answer" ( • int(x -3, x) ;
A simple definite integral .
• int(X*ln(x), x = 2 . .3) ;
-5/4 + 9/2 ln(3) -2 1n (2) # Integrate then differentiate, and normalize to recover original expression .
• int( 1 / ((x+a)*(x-2+1)), x) ;
# There are certain cases where the integral can't be computed by Maple . # The "answer" is then the symbolic integral itself .
• int( exp(x -2), x) ; 2 int(exp(x ), x)
• quit words = 161987, memory = 483328, time = 23 .37 is a command to solve a system of two equations for the unknowns a and b . Maple will try to solve an equation for an unknown, or a system of equations for a set of unknowns . Any sensible algebraic equation can be given to solve, including equations where there are symbols other than the "unknowns to solve for" . Maple will always succeed at solving one or more linear equations (given enough computer time and memory for computing) . However, its methods for non-linear equations do not always succeed . If it cannot find any solutions, it will print out Warning : no solutions found . -7/24 n + ----n + 7/36 n -7/24 n + 2/15 n 90 # An "indefinite" symbolic sum is similar to an indefinite integral --# namely, it is the function F such that F(b+1)-F(a) would yield the sum # with index ranging from a to b .
>
• sum(i*1!, 1 = 1 . .n-1) :
• expand(") :
# A rational function summation
• f :_ (50*n"4+140*n -3-122*n"2-304*n+81) • / (50*n -5+165*n'4-32*n"3-331*n -2-52*n+44) ; 4 3 2 50 n + 140 n -122 .n -304 n + 81 f : 5 4 3 2 60n +166 n -32 n -331 n -52n+44
• sum( f, n ) ; 1 + Psi(n + 1/2) 2 5 n + 2 n -11
• quit words = 249837, memory = 843776, time = 43 .55 Sometimes this means that no solutions exist, while in other cases it may mean that there are solutions but Maple cannot find them. Additionally, Maple does not always find all solutions to an equation .
By assigning the result of solve to a programming variable (say, s) it is possible to refer to a particular component of a multiple solution using a selection operation or indexing notation (e .g ., s[1], s[2], etc .) (Fig . 7) .
solve can also solve simple first and second order ordinary differential equations (Fig . 8) .
Expression substitution with subs
Often in a calculation of several steps, a known identity such as f =.gin*a or v = i*r has to be applied to an expression that is the result of a previous step . What is desired is replacing every f in the expression by m*a, or every v by i*r. This can be done in Maple with the subs command . The result of the command subs(var =replacement, expression) # Solution of a set of linear equations . The variables to be solved for # are also collected together into a set . A solution set is returned .
• eqnset { x+y = b, a*x-2/3*y = k } ; eqnset :_ {a x -2/3 y = k, x + y = b}
• varset := {x,y} ; varset :_ {y, x}
• SolutionSet := solve( egnset, varset ) ; 2 b+ 3 k k-b a SolutionSet {x = y = -3 } 3 a+ 2 3 a+ 2 # Solution of a nonlinear equation . When just the equation and the # solution variable are given without set brackets, just the solution # values are given, also without set brackets .
• solve( q"2-k = a, q ) ; 1/2 1/2 (k + a)
, -(k + a) # One can assign this result to a programming variable, and then # refer to each solution by an Index .
• solutions , 1/2 1/2 Solutions :_ (k + a)
, -(k + a)
• solutions12] ; 1/2 -(k + a) # Solution of a nonlinear system with four solutions .
• solve( {x*y=2, x"2+y-2=5}, {x, y} ) ; {y = 1, x = 2}, {x = -2, y = -i}, {x = 1, y = 2} . {x = -1, # A message is printed when no solution can be found .
• solve( sin(q-k) = cos(q"5)-q, q ) ; Warning : no solutions found # Maple does not always give all solutions .
• p := x-7-x"5+4*x-3-x-2-4*x+1 :
• solve( p=0, x ) ; Warning : polynomial solutions lost -degree >= 5 # To better understand this result, look at the factorization of p :
• factor(p) ; 5 (x+ 1) (x-1) (x +4 x-1)
• quit words = 136281, memory = 450560, time = 22 .25 is an expression where every occurrence of the symbol var in expression is replaced by replacement . A double substitution can be specified by subs(varl = replacementl, var2 = replacement2, expression) .
The result is computed by first replacing every occurrence of varl by replacementl, then replacing every occurrence of var2 by replacement2 . Multiple substitutions can be specified by using subs in a similar way-a sequence of replacement equations, followed
• solve cannot solve all differential equations as an algebraic • formula in the independent variable . Sometimes the formula also • includes integrals in the independent variable that can't be further • simplified .
• solve( diff(y(x),x) + y -sin(x)*ln(x) = 0, y, x ) ;
• quit words = 111941, memory = 372738, time = 14 .95 by the expression to be operated upon . In contrast to this concept of sequential substitutions, it is also possible to specify simultaneous substitutions by enclosing the substitution equations in a set-the examples below will illustrate the distinction .
subs is not limited to symbol replacement . It can be used to replace a more general subexpression with another expression (Fig . 9) . Knowing precisely what subexpressions can be replaced within an expression involves an understanding of which subexpressions are accessible by the op function . See the Maple User's Guide (Char et al ., 1985) for details .
2 .4 .7. Taylor and asymptotic series taylor(expression, variable = expansion point, order of truncation) asympt(expression, variable, order of truncation)
Maple can construct any finite number of terms of the Taylor series (more generally, Laurent series) or asymptotic (at infinity) series expansion of an expression (Fig . 10) . Each function appearing in the expression must be known to Maple's taylor function either directly via a procedure for computing its Taylor (Laurent) series coefficients or indirectly via a procedure for computing its derivatives using diff (symbolic differentiation) . 0(x") is tacked onto the end of the series if the terms up to x"_ I are not the complete expression . The value of Order controls the order of truncation (i .e . the value n above) used during the calculation . The value of Order is set initially to 6, but you can change it via assignment, just as you would any other variable . It is necessary to # say "diff(y(x),x)" instead of "diff(y,x)" because diff needs explicit # declaration of y's dependency upon x . # Here is a second order D .E . where the unknown function is called u . • subs( m=msolve, a=9 .8, c=300000, f= m* a ) ; -9 f = .1088888889*10 e # Note that the replacements occur in order from left to right as they are • specified . In the (misguided) calculation below, the substitution of # "c" occurs before there is any "c" in the expression to replace! • subs( c=300000, m=msolve, a=9 .8, f= m* a ) ; 9 .8 e f = 2 c
• Simultaneous substitution, in contrast to the above "sequential subs", • is specified by enclosing substitution equations in a set .
• subs( {a=b, b=c, c=a}, a+2*b+3*c ) ; b+ 2 c+ 3 a # In contrast :
• subs(a=b, b=c, c=a, a+2*b+3*c ) ; 6 a
• quit words = 16513, memory = 192512, time = 2 .25 Fig . 9 . Substitution of an expression for another via subs .
calculator with a user-specified number of digits of accuracy, by default 10 . Numbers are printed in conventional scientific notation, as a decimal fraction times a power of ten . (A more natural fixed-point notation is used if the number is within a few orders of magnitude of 1 .) Maple will convert mixed expressions involving both floating-point and rational numbers into floating-point representation .
The value of Digits controls the number of (decimal) digits used during the calculation . The value of Digits is set initially to 10, but you can change it via assignment, just as you would any other variable . evalf(expr) ("evaluate in a floating-point context") will invoke procedures from the Maple library to numerically evaluate the expression expr . Maple users can extend
Maple's built-in knowledge of floating-point evaluation . For example, defining the Maple procedure 'evalf/func' causes the procedure to be invoked when evalf is applied to an expression involving the function fimc (Fig . 11) .
2 .4 .9 . The linear algebra package There is a package concept in Maple which provides for the development of different packages of functions without worrying about the names of functions clashing between packages . One of these library packages is the linear algebra package, which works with the particular kinds of arrays used in Maple to represent vectors and matrices (Fig . 12) . These functions are all referenced via a # Compute the first few terms of the Taylor series for exp(x) about x=0 .
• ti := taylor( exp(x), x=0 ) ; 2 3 4 5 6 ti 1 + x + 1/2 x + 1/6 x + 1/24 x + 1/120 x + O(x )
• An optional third parameter specifies the order to override the default .
• t2 := taylor( in (x), x=1, 4 ) ; 2 3 4 t2 :=x-1-1/2 (x-1) + 1/3 (x-1) +O((x-1) )
• The order information in series results is used when doing arithmethc # on series themselves In the example below, the result is only O(x ) • since ti is only O(x ) .
• taylor( ti*ti, x--0, 10 ) ; 2 3 4 5 6 1 +2x+2X + 4/3 x + 2/3 x + 4/15 x +OCx)
• The series for tan(sin(x)) and sin(tanCx)) agree through several terms .
• taylor( tan(sin(x)) -sin(tan(x)), x=0, 17 ) ; 7 29 9 1913 11 95 13 311148869 15 17 1/30 x + x + x + x + x + 0(x ) 756 75600 7392 54486432000
• The first few terms of the generating function for the partition function .
• taylor( product(1/(1-x -k), k = 1 . .9), x=0, 10 ) ; 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 i+x+2X + 3 x + 5 x +7x + 11 x + 15x + 22 x + 30 x +O(x ) # Asymptotic series at x=infinity (default order 0(x-6 )) .
• asympt( exp(l/x)/(i+x"3), x ) ;
• quit words = 57625, memory = 294912, time = 9 .83 this table are the names of the particular matrix and vector functions . For example, Iinalg[add] is the name of the function that adds two vectors or matrices together. The Maple User's Guide (Char et al ., 1985) and Maple's on-line help facility supply more details about which linear algebra functions exist . Collectively the linalg functions use the programming convention that a vector is an array of the form array(1 . . n), and a matrix is an array of the form array(1 . . m, 1 . . n) .
.5 . OTHER FUNCTIONS
Maple has many more built-in mathematical functions, such as numer(expr) and denom(expr) which give the numerator and denominator, respectively, of a rational expression, mod(expr,p) which performs modular arithmetic to compute expr mod p, etc . Maple also has some auxiliary operations of a less formal mathematical nature, such as map, table, and words . The Maple User's Guide (Char et al ., 1985) provides an explanation of all Maple functions . Additionally, descriptions of them are available via the on-line help command within a Maple session .
# Floating-point instead of exact arithmetic is used when an # expression contains a floating-point and rational number .
• 1 .0 + 3/5 ; 1 .800000000
• 3 .0*10'4321 -2 .99*10-4319 ; 4322 .2970100000*10 # The value of Digits controls the accuracy of floating-point calculation .
• Digits := 40 : • 2 .0"(1/3) ;
1 .259921049894873184787210607278228350570
• Digits := 10 : # Floating-point evaluations involving functions require evaif .
• sin(1/2) + sinh(0 .57) ; sin(1/2) + sinh( .57)
• evalf (") ; 1 .080798345 # You can temporarily override the value of Digits for a particular # computation by including the number of digits as a second argument .
• evalf( arcsin(0 .78), 40 ) ; .8946658172342352004782165883842598127698
# Some mathematical constants are Known to evalf, such as Pi and Euler's # constant .
• evalf( P1 * gamma, 40 ) ; 1 .813376492391603499613134531271040019108
• evalf( exp(sgrt (183) 
. Programming in Maple
Previous examples have illustrated how Maple can be used to solve many problems by making use of Maple's built-in library functions such as solve, int, factor, etc . In this section we describe the Maple programming language . We have chosen to describe the most commonly used language features, illustrating them with examples to give the reader a feel for the style of the language and the facilities available . Because of space limitations, however, our description is necessarily incomplete . For a more detailed description, we refer the reader to Char et al . (1985) .
The choice of language constructs and features for a symbolic computation system should result in programs which possess those features which are traditionally associated with "good" programming : readability, simplicity, succinctness, maintainability, the existence and comprehensibility of error/diagnostic information, etc . However, our primary goal is for a language which makes it easy to express algorithms which manipulate mathematical objects . Since mathematical notations and standards already exist, it is important that we choose a syntax which is not too different from that of standard mathematics . • :=xy z -1y z -yx z +y x z +z x y -z x y -wy z 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 W y z+ y w z-y w z-z W y+ z w y+ w x z-w x z 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 x w z + x 3 2 2 3 3 2 -x w y-y w x+ y w x # Now factor it .
• factor(d) ;
-(x-w) (z-w) (z-x) (y-w) (y-x) (y-z)
• quit words = 92011, memory = 413696, time = 19 .22 Because of the large number of mathematical objects that we would like to be able to manipulate, an additional necessity of the language is that it must be extensible . Users will want to define new mathematical constants, functions, new domains of computation, and the data structures and operations to represent and manipulate objects in those domains . Another issue that needs to be addressed is the question of efficiency, particularly space efficiency . Because of the huge amount of potential code, and the so-called "intermediate expression swell" phenomenon, symbolic algebra systems make heavy demands on memory . As was mentioned in the Overview, a major goal of the Maple system is that the system be compact and the algorithms and data structures be space efficient.
We have chosen a procedural language . Most of the language constructs are taken from Algol 68 . Since, by and large, programmers are most familiar with procedural languages such as Ada, Algol, C, Fortran, Pascal and PL/I, most programmers will find it relatively straightforward to learn how to program in Maple . We have, however, also included some language constructs which support a functional programming style . Because mathematics is functional in nature, it would seem desirable to be able to express w z+ z w x-z w x w x y + w x y + x W Y algorithms and functions in this way whenever it seems most natural . Another major design feature of the language is that it is typeless like Snobol and APL . This helps to make the system easy to learn and use in an interactive mode .
.1 . LANGUAGE SYNTAX
As mentioned above, the syntax of the language resembles Algol 68 . The control structures provided are described informally below, with the syntax presented in a modified Backus Naur Form where the square brackets [] denote optional clauses and the vertical bar I separates two alternatives .
A statement sequence is a sequence of statements (possibly empty) separated by semicolons which are executed sequentially .
<statseq> : := <emptystat>I<statement>Istatement> ; <statseq>
The simplest form of a statement is an expression, simply <expr> . An expression consists of names, numbers, lists, sets, arrays, tables, ranges, equations, and functions combined with operators . Sequences (expressions separated by commas) are also valid expressions . The result of executing an expression is that it is evaluated and the result is displayed .
Assignment statements take the form <assignstat> : := <name> := <expr> where <name> is a variable name (a letter followed by zero or more letters, digits or underscores Note that this includes both the for and while statements found in Pascal . As an example, the following for statement creates an n by n Hilbert matrix . Since a Hilbert matrix is symmetric, we make use of Maple's symmetric indexing function so as to only compute and store half the matrix elements (Maple then knows that H[i, fl = H[j, i]) .
H := array (symmetric, 1 . .n, 1 . .n) ; for 1 to n do for J from 1 to n do H(i,j] := 1/(i+j-1) od od ; Note in the above that omitting the from and by clauses means that by default, the for loop begins at 1 and the index is incremented by 1 . Maple provides two forms of controlled "goto" within a for loop . The break statement causes control to exit the surrounding loop, and the next statement causes control to proceed to the next iteration The value returned by a procedure is the expression evaluated immediately before falling through to the end of the procedure . The local clause defines any variables which are local to the scope of the procedure. An example of the use of the option clause is given later . Other control structures provided for use inside procedures are the RETURN statement for immediate return of a result from inside the procedure and the ERROR statement for handling errors . (A form of exception handling is provided via the ERROR statement and the traperror function .)
The semantics of parameter passing are as follows . When a procedure is invoked, the actual arguments are evaluated from left to right . The formal parameters are then substituted textually for the actual parameters . This form of parameter passing is similar to call-by-name, except that the arguments are evaluated only once for efficiency reasons . A consequence of this is that formal parameters cannot be used like local variables, on both the left-hand and right-hand sides of assignment statements . We have termed it "call by evaluated name" .
Names mentioned inside a procedure that are neither defined as formal parameters, nor as local variables, are by default global to the entire Maple session . That is, there are no scope rules in Maple . As an example of a Maple procedure, the following procedure forms an array of the coefficients of a polynomial with respect to a specified indeterminate x and assigns the array to the third parameter (which must be a name) . The degree of the polynomial is returned as the value of the procedure . Maple provides a mechanism for allowing a variable number of parameters to be passed to a procedure . Inside the procedure, the actual parameters passed are available as the sequence args . The ith argument is given by args[i] and the number of arguments is given by the variable nargs . The following procedure illustrates this feature in computing the minimum of an arbitrary sequence of numbers . 
.. ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE FEATURES
In this section we describe some other useful language features . Two useful functions provided by Maple are seq and map . The seq function, seq(<expr>, <name> = <expr) . . <expr>) is used to create a sequence . The map function, map (<name>, <expr>, [<sequence>] ) is used to create a new object of the same type as <expr) having applied the function (name) to the operands of the object <expr) . Any additional arguments to map are passed as additional arguments to the function <name> . For example, in the following, the seq function is used to construct a sequence of sin values, then map is used to apply the evalf function to evaluate to floating-point . aeq(s1n(z/4), z = 0 . .4) ; 0, ain(1/4), sin(1/2), sln(3/4), sin (1) map(evalf, I " 3) ; [0 . , .2474039593, .4794255386, .6818387600, .8414709848) Other data structures available in Maple include lists, sets, tables and arrays . Lists and sets are sequences enclosed in square brackets [], and braces 11, respectively . The op function is used to extract elements of a list or set . For example, if s is a set, then op(i, s) extracts the ith element of s . In general, op(i, (expr)) extracts the ith operand of any object <expr> . Tables are implemented using Maple's internal hash tables . The components of a table are accessed using a subscript syntax, for example t[sin] and A[ t1,x] . Arrays are implemented as a special case of tables where the indices must evaluate to integers and must lie within specified bounds . Matrices are implemented as two dimensional arrays in Maple . Although Maple does not provide a structured datatype such as Pascal's record, a list or table can be used to implement structured datatypes .
As an example of a non-trivial Maple procedure, we present an algorithm taken from Knuth (1981, page 631) . The algorithm, due to David Yun (1976) , computes the squarefree factorization of a primitive polynomial over the integers . This example illustrates the use of Maple's gcd function for computing greatest common divisors . The syntax gcd(f, g, 'cf, 'cg') returns the greatest common divisor of the polynomials f and g as the function value, and also the cofactors f/gcd(./; g) and g/gcd(f, g), through the arguments cf and cg respectively . Note that the use of single quotes here is necessary as we want to pass the names cf, cg, not their values . By "quoting" an argument, the argument is passed to the procedure unevaluated .
As stated earlier, Maple is a typeless language . By this we mean that no "type declarations" need be made . Maple allows variables to be assigned, and procedures to be passed values of any type . Because of this, some programs will need to ensure that an object is of the right type before proceeding . For example, the above code for the sqrfree procedure should check first that the argument is in fact a polynomial over the integers . Other programs will need to know what an object's type is in order to execute different code conditionally . Maple's type function (knows about the built-in types such as sums, products, lists, sets, polynomials, rational functions, etc .) is used for this purpose . New types can be made known to type by the user . As an example of the use of the type function, the procedure D below defines the rules for differentiating constants, sums, products, powers, and one-argument functions . The procedure D implements the chain rule by substituting for the global variable Z into the DT table component .
.4. SUBSTITUTION
Maple's subs function provides both sequential and simultaneous substitution . subs performs what is termed "syntactical" substitution . The subexpressions that can be substituted for must have a one to one correspondence with Maple's internal representation of the expression . Although the user cannot get at the internal representation from Maple, he or she can determine what the subexpressions are by application of the op function . That is, the operands of an expression correspond to the subexpressions which subs can match . In the following example, we illustrate the use of substitution and also the use of sets, where the set operators +, *, and -stand for set union, intersection, and difference, respectively . The procedure linsolve solves non-square systems of linear equations recursively . The final substitution occurring in the procedure substitutes the solutions (represented as a set of equations) into the expression sol, thus obtaining the solution for the unknown var . Substitutions that are performed using a set, are performed simultaneously . We note that Maple's general solver employs the basic idea used here, a natural way to solve sparse systems of equations . It is, however, more general in that it handles some nonlinear equations and attempts to find the best equation eqn and unknown var to solve for at each step .
.5 . OPTION REMEMBER
The following procedure computes the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind from their recurrence relation . The Chebyshev polynomials arise in several branches of mathematics . They have the property of being orthogonal on the interval [--1,1] with respect to the weight function 1/(.x/1-x2) .
T := proc(n,x) option remember ; if n = 0 then 1 elif n = 1 then x else expand( 2*x*T(n-1,x) ii end ; T(n-2 .x) ) Note that without specifying option remember, the time taken to compute the nthUnix and a VAX 11/780 running VMS serving approximately 400 students per term has been underway since January 1985 . By 1986, we expect that upwards of 1000 students per term, including upper-year students, will have access to Maple via this facility . To further increase the capacity of the pilot project, we expect to move to a network of microprocessors connected to a file-server VAX, with the bulk of the computation being done on the microprocessors .
